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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Location 2: Leicestershire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 3 Feb 2013 1.30pm
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 85
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Victoria House
Website: http://www.victoriahouse-massage.co.uk/
Phone: 01455559530

The Premises:

Well known but with new furniture in waiting lounge incl a fabulous armchair with 5-ft back and a
sequence showing the girls as per the website instead of the TV. Also two-choice shower with a
medium/large angle head and a very large head vertically above you.

The Lady:

I had just wandered in so was shown you was there today. Nothing to stop me choosing any of the
four from their pictures but couldn't ignore the one who reminded me of Strictly Kimberley from Girls
Aloud. Has been at VH 2 years apparently but I have hardly been in that time and she has a more
healthily curvy body than before but still Kimberley's eyes.

The Story:

I enjoy the familiarity of VH and noticing any changes but there is a relaxation when you know there
will be a very big round bed and a girl who has passed the VH standards test.

Holly came upstairs with a friendly hello and we were at ease with each other and chatty the whole
way through.

Holly has a pretty face with those Kimbo eyes and as I said a healthy shapely body. We decided the
basics of what we would do and an opening cuddle got me familiar with her body while she was
soon keen to let her hands wander and also move on to oral with.

We then swapped ends and Holly is really attractive and fresh there.

By now we were exchanging kisses whenever our faces weren't otherwise employed. Holly kisses
like someone just starting her SP career, pretty pecks, but that is no criticism.

The sex was very satisfying with Holly involved and vocal and happy to change positions as
requested.

We finished with a hand job and more fondling and parted on happy terms with each other.
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Any negatives? Holly says 'babe' quite a lot. I can live with that.
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